Abstract. The online availability of scientific-literature databases and natural-language-processing (NLP) algorithms has enabled large-scale bibliometric studies within the field of scientometrics. Using NLP techniques and Thomson ISI reports, an initial analysis of the role of Alzheimer's disease (AD) within the neurosciences as well as a summary of the various research foci within the AD scientific community are presented. Citation analyses and productivity filters are applied to post-1984, AD-specific subsets of the PubMed and Thomson ISI Web-of-Science literature bases to algorithmically identify a pool of the top AD researchers. From the initial pool of AD investigators, top-100 rankings are compiled to assess productivity and impact. One of the impact and productivity metrics employed is an AD-specific H-index. Within the AD-specific H-index ranking, there are many cases of multiple AD investigators with similar or identical H-indices. In order to facilitate differentiation among investigators with equal or near-equal H indices, two derivatives of the H-index are proposed: the Second-Tier H-index and the Scientific Following H-index. Winners of two prestigious AD-research awards are highlighted, membership to the Institute of Medicine of the US National Academy of Sciences is acknowledged, and an analysis of highly-productive, high-impact, AD-research collaborations is presented.
INTRODUCTION
The field of Alzheimer's disease (AD) research, which in 2006 marked its centennial, has progressed at a rapid rate since the late 1970s [1] . Considering the broader field of neuroscience [2] , of the estimated 135,000 actively publishing scientists worldwide, roughly 18% (or 25,000), have published one or more papers on AD. This ratio of AD scientists to all neuroscientists remains constant at 19% when assessing the 100 most-cited neuroscientists during the period 1997-2007 [3] . In spite of the increasing share of neuroscience activity focusing on AD, there has not been a comprehensive, objective analysis of AD research through scientometrics [4] .
METHODS
The following three dimensions were selected as a basis to measure the work in AD by individual investigators: total citations, total publications, and Hindex [5, 6] . The underlying data used in the tabulation of each dimension originate from MEDLINE and Thomson ISI Web of Science.
Two selection filters were used in determining which papers would contribute to an individual scientist's metrics. The first filter was a requirement that all papers to be included in the analysis mention AD at least once in the Title, Abstract, or Key-Words sections. The second filter is temporal: only papers published between 1 January 1985 and 21 April 2008 were considered. It is important to recognize the effects of the temporal filter as researchers who made fundamental contributions to the field prior to 1985 but have since slowed in the areas of impact and productivity will be underrepresented in this study due to the 1985 limitation. George Glenner, with his 1984 amyloid-beta-protein discovery, is a case in point. Also of importance is the AD-specific filter, as some prominent AD scientists have strong interests in other areas. Their impact and productivity in non-AD fields will not be recognized in this analysis. Mark Mattson of the National Institute on Aging (with a dual appointment at Johns Hopkins University) is a prime example of this phenomenon. While the underlying paper-level data were provided by MEDLINE and ISI, the Author-specific tabulations of number of papers, total citations, and H-index were achieved by querying the Collexis-Thomson Alzheimer Dashboard [7] . This tool facilitates author-level bibliometric analysis within a given scientific area [8] . Full names for the AD researchers in this study were derived from the publically-available BiomedExperts repository, which allows the accurate extraction of full names (i.e., last name, first name, middle initial) through author-disambiguation algorithms [9] . While powerful, it was clear during the analysis that the automated, author-disambiguation routines used in assigning papers to the individual scientists are not perfect. The metrics, therefore, represent a good approximation of impact and productivity rather than an exact measurement. The productivity and impact of some scientists, due to variations in the spelling of their last names, are unavoidably underrepresented.
BiomedExperts.com was also utilized in determining each scientist's main line of investigation. The top five MeSH terms from each scientist's research profile in BiomedExperts were considered. The highest-ranked MeSH term within the top five for a given scientist that could be considered an AD line-of-investigation was chosen as the main line of investigation for the researcher in question. It is important to note that the papers used to generate the top five MeSH terms for each scientist were not restricted to those papers mentioning AD, but were taken from a collection of PubMed papers representative of an investigator's entire corpus of published work. It follows, then, that the line of investigations chosen for each researcher is not necessarily the line of investigation most frequently found within that scientist's AD papers. The MeSH term chosen is, however, one that the scientist has applied to their AD research and, more importantly, is the line of investigation most representative of the entire research portfolio of the scientist in question. This approach to line-of-investigation identification has as its goal the assignment of a single MeSH term that describes what a given scientist "brings to bear" within the world of AD research without attempting to compare competing MeSH-term frequencies within an investigator's ADspecific paper corpus.
As part of the H-index analysis, two new metrics are proposed. The Scientific Following H (sfH) is exactly the same as the traditional H index except for the fact that the numbers generated are at the author, as opposed to the paper, level. In other words, a scientist has an sfH of 7 if there are at least 7 investigators who have cited that scientist's work at least seven times (considering all papers of the scientist for whom the SFH is being calculated as well as all papers of the all investigators who have ever cited any paper of the scientist in question). The sheer number of papers needed to calculate the sfH means that it cannot be tallied by hand, but requires a powerful author-disambiguation algorithm working on a comprehensive citation database. The high-level numbers used to calculate the sfH were generated by a Collexis author-disambiguation algorithm running on top of the raw, ISI Web-of-Science citation data from 1 January 1985 to 1 May 2008. The Second-Tier Hindex (SeTH) is defined as the recalculation of an author's H-index after removing the papers belonging to the author's H-Core [10] . SeTH can be viewed as the author's H-Core pipeline and may be used to predict the rate of increase of an author's H-Index rank within the AD community in the near term.
As a measure of the acceptance of a given researcher within the AD scientific community, the winners of the MetLife Alzheimer Award for Medical Research [11] and the Potamkin Prize for Research in Pick's, Alzheimer's, and Related Diseases [12] are acknowledged. Membership to the Institute of Medicine of the US National Academy of Sciences is also noted.
Finally, a co-author analysis of the collaboration patterns of the 25 top-ranked scientists (in terms of Hindex) was conducted on the MDLogix VisuaLyzer [13] platform using co-author relationships extracted from Thomson WoS and biomedexperts.com
RESULTS
A brief analysis of the field of AD research was conducted with the underlying goal of understanding its importance first within the field of neurodegenerative diseases and subsequently within the greater realm of neuroscience research.
The role of AD within the fields of neurodegenerative diseases and neuroscience
In order to get a rough idea of the place that AD research holds within neurodegenerative investigation, the Collexis clustering algorithms that are part of the Mediator knowledge discovery platform [14] were utilized to create a semantic grouping of all disease-andpathologic-process-related MeSH terms that have appeared within PubMed papers on neurodegenerative diseases from 1996 to the present. In order to keep the cluster to a reasonable size, an arbitrary threshold of the top 30 terms was set. The ranking of the terms within the neurodegenerative cluster was based on number of PubMed papers containing the term in question. The top five terms in the cluster are, in descending order of number of PubMed papers, Cerebrovascular Accident, Alzheimer Disease, Dementia, Parkinson Disease, and Atrophy.
A similar process was undertaken to identify the top MeSH concepts within the AD literature. The semantic analysis of the AD-specific literature was conducted using the Thomson-Collexis AD Dashboard. Table 1 contains the top 30 MeSH terms (along with paper counts) for the AD literature base (within PubMed/WoS since 1985). Some of these, such as "mice" and "pathology," are throw-away terms that do not reveal much about the directions of mainstream AD research. Other terms, such as "Amyloid β-Protein Precursor," "Risk Factors," and "Phosphorylation," give some indication of the prevalence of various lines of investigation within the AD research community.
AD is the second most mentioned MeSH term within the neurodegenerative literature. Of note is the fact that the MeSH categories are not mutually exclusive. Many papers on neurodegeneration will contain a number of the above concepts. For instance it is not uncommon for a paper on AD to mention atrophy and dementia.
Moving beyond the neurodegenerative diseases to neuroscience as a whole, the Thomson ISI Neuroscience Journal Citation Report was used to define which journals (and subsequently which papers and, by extension, which authors) should be included in a bibliometric overview of the field. per. An example of this phenomenon would be neuroscientists working within a pharmaceutical or biotech company that has placed a publication embargo on their current research. Considering the possible inflation due the double counting of authors but the counteracting nature of the underestimation of total papers and the inability to account for non-publishing neuroscientists in any given year, an estimate of 135,000 active neuroscientists worldwide is likely a fair estimate of the true number. Knowing the approximate total number of neuroscience papers and authors provides an opportunity to calculate the contribution that AD makes to the field. Considering that the number of WoS papers published in 2007 that mentioned AD is 7,002 (note: the fact that, when put together, the year and quantity of AD papers combine to form a numeric palindrome does not represent a typographical error) and that the Thomson estimate for actively-publishing AD authors is 24,768, we can conclude that overall, AD papers represent approximately 17% of the neuroscience literature and 18% of neuroscientists. One way to check the validity of this estimate is to test whether or not the percentages remain true when checked against Thomson's list of the 100 most highly cited neuroscientists for the period 1997-2007 [3] . Each name on the most-highly-cited neuroscientist list was checked against each of the three AD top-100 lists compiled for this study (i.e., most prolific, most-cited, and highest H-index). If an author on the neuroscience list also appeared on any of the three AD lists, they were given an AD designation. This exercise resulted in the categorization of 19 of the 100 most-cited neuroscientists as being AD researchers. This number confirms the previous approximation that AD investigators make up approximately 18% of the neuroscience research community.
Productivity and impact among AD investigators -the three metrics
Having established the role AD plays within the area of neurodegenerative and nervous-system diseases, the focus of the analysis was turned to understanding the field of AD research from a scientometric viewpoint with the ultimate objective being that of determining which AD investigators have contributed the most to the field since 1985. A pool of the top 150 AD researchers was generated by consulting biomedexperts.com (a PubMed-based data source) and the Collexis-Thomson WoS Dashboard on AD. Included in the master list of 150 were the most prolific AD authors (based on PubMed and WoS AD paper counts) as well as the most highly-cited authors using WoS AD citation counts. Hindices, total paper counts, and total citations were calculated for all authors. For each category, a top-100 list was generated. Tables 2, 3 , and 5 are the top-100 lists for each category.
Lines of investigation at the summit of the AD scientific community
Below are the numbers of investigators (of the 150 evaluated) who focus on the various lines of investigation (as listed in Table 3 ). Although it is clear that certain interrelated lines of investigation might be best combined to form single line of investigation (e.g., Amyloid-β Protein, Amyloid β-Protein Precursor, and Amyloid Protein Precursor Secretases), it was determined that the defining of such composite, line-ofinvestigation categories was beyond the scope of the current study and could lead to bias.
Further refining impact measures -scientificfollowing H
While the H-index tracks impact by analyzing the body of published work of given investigator, it does not give a clear indication of the thought-leadership position that a given scientist holds within the core community of investigators comprising the research community for a focused field. In other words, the H-index provides an understanding for the overall impact of an investigator but not how concentrated or dispersed that impact is among that investigator's closest scientific peers. In order to assess the scientific following of a given investigator, the scientific-following H-index (sfH) is proposed. The sfH is calculated in the same way as person's standard H-index, the only difference being that instead of counting the number of papers that have been cited a given number of times, one counts the number of scientists who, in all of their work, have cited a particular investigator in all of that investiga- tor's work. In other words, one must simply substitute people, as represented by all of their work, for papers in the H-index calculation. Considering the case of a scientist with an sfH of 5, one would know that there are five investigators (other than scientist under analysis) who have cited (considering all of their papers) that scientist's work (considering all of the scientist's papers) at least five times. Just as the H-index provides lower bounds on the quantity and quality of the entire body of a given scientist's highest impact work, so the sfH provides lower bounds on the quantity and quality of the scientific following, within an investigator's immediate research community, that a given investigator has achieved. For two or more scientists with similar impact measures (i.e., H-index, total citations, or average citation per paper), the sfH will facilitate an un- derstanding of which of them has had the biggest role in school-of-thought leadership. Holding total impact constant, a scientist with a low sfH will have that level of impact spread out across a relatively large number of investigators who may or may not have the same research focus. Again holding total impact constant, a scientist with a high sfH, however, has their impact concentrated in a relatively small number of investigators who typically work in the same area of investigation. In this way, school-of-thought leadership can be inferred through analysis of sfH levels among investigators contributing to the same research area (see Table 5 for sfH scores for the top-100 H-indices).
Thinking about the future -the second-tier H-index
Hirsch has presented compelling arguments that the H-index is an excellent predictor of future impact and productivity [6] . The H-index is of little help, however, in predicting future movement of individuals up and down a ranking in which many of the scientists have identical or nearly-identical Alzheimer H-indices. An Table 5 Authors with Highest H-indices calculated from same document base as used for the total-citation tabulations in Tables 2 and 3 Rank Over time, the best players from the minor-league or "farm" teams will make their way to the roster of the major league team. So it is with the papers in SeTH. These papers represent a given author's "minor-league" papers, which, as they gather more citations over time, will likely contribute the growth of a given scientist's H-index. Holding the H-index constant, the higher the SeTH, the greater potential for H-index growth in the near-term. Differences between an individual's H-index rank and the same person's SeTH rank (referred to below as "H-Rank-minusSeTH-Rank") might be analyzed in a future study to give some indication of a given scientist's likely future movement within the H-index ranking. Assuming that SeTH is a good estimation for future H-index growth, the size of a given investigator's H-Rank-minus-SeTHRank disparity as well as it's "polarity" (i.e., whether the number is negative or positive) should predict future movement up or down in the H-index ranking. An investigator with a highly positive H-Rank-minusSeTH-Rank disparity will be expected to move up in the H-index ranking over time since that investigator's "minor-league" papers are more highly-cited as a group than those of the people immediately above them in the current H-index ranking. On the other hand, individuals with a significantly negative H-Rank-minus-SeTHRank should expect downward movement in the AD H-index ranking as their minor-league papers are not as competitive as those of the people directly beneath them in today's H-index ranking. Finally, those with an H-Rank-minus-SeTH-Rank of zero can expect to stay at their current spot in the rankings for the foreseeable future assuming that there are not upwardly-mobile scientists directly below them who are poised to displace them (see Table 5 for H-minus-SeTH scores for the top-100 H-indices).
Using SeTH and sfH to discriminate between similar (or identical) H-indices
Using the Dickson-Masters-Hardy H-index tie (all have an AD H-index of 65) as a test case, SeTH and sfH can be used to understand differences among investigators with the same H-index.
If one wanted to predict which of the three investigators was most likely to break the H-index tie through upward mobility in the next ranking, one approach would be to calculate the SeTH of each investigator (32, 43, and 37 respectively). Based on these numbers, it would appear that Masters is poised for much stronger H-index growth than the other two and will likely move ahead of them in future H-index rankings.
If, on the other hand, there was interest in determining school-of-thought leadership in a given line of investigation, then the sfH can be applied as a distinguishing factor in this area. Using the same investigators, we can apply the sfH to Dickson and Hardy, both of whom have "tau Proteins" as their main line of investigation. By comparing their sfH scores (24 and 37 respectively), it is clear that while both investigators have achieved similar overall scientific impact (i.e., the same H-index) working in similar research areas, Hardy's impact is much more centered around a group of scientists who closely follow his work and who cite it repeatedly in their own work over an extended period time. The scientific impact of Dickson, on the other hand, while equally as great (as measured only by the H-index), is spread out among a wider number of scientists, many of whom only cite his work sporadically in theirs. In others words, based on the comparison of their Scientific-Following H-indices, one could easily argue for Hardy (over Dickson) to be awarded a hypothetical school-of-thought-leadership prize within AD research.
AD awards
When assessing the impact of AD researchers on their field, another parameter to be considered is the bestowing of research awards upon AD scientists. The two principal awards in this field are the MetLife Alzheimer Award for Medical Research and the Potamkin Prize for Research in Pick's, Alzheimer's, and Related Diseases. Table 5 indicates which scientists have won these awards. It also indicates membership in the Institute of Medicine of the US National Academy of Sciences.
Due to its subjective or "soft" nature, it is unclear how, exactly, to utilize the award-related data to further refine a bibliometric analysis of the impact of the top AD scientists. The information is presented here for completeness rather than as an integral part of the analysis. One observation, however, is that while a fair percentage of the top AD researchers have been honored with one or more award/membership, there are multiple cases of top-ranked investigators who have never been honored. Similarly, there are various instances of award-winners who do not fair exceptionally well under bibliometric analysis. One explanation for this might be the existence of social factors in addition to scientometric criteria being used as inputs to the awardgranting process. Another possible explanation of the variation between the award-granting process and a bibliometric analysis of the top scientists is the fact that a bibliometric analysis measures an individual's total contributions over an extended period of time, while a prize might be awarded to a given scientist for a single discovery that has proven to be important or promises to be important to the field.
Collaboration among Top 25
The final phase of the scientometric analysis of the top AD scientist was a co-author analysis of the top 25 AD investigators based on data extracted from Thomson WoS and biomedexperts.com. Figure 2 is a simple network view showing strength of collaboration among the top twenty-five AD investigators. The total area of each investigator's circle corresponds to that scientist's H-index.
One point of interest is that the four, two-person coauthor teams connected by the red lines represent partnerships that are highly productive: the average number of papers per team (papers where both investigators are co-authors) is 255.5 for a total of 1022 teamwritten papers for the eight scientists. These co-author "duos" (i.e., Masters & Beyreuther, Smith & Perry, Lee & Trojanowski, and Mayeux & Stern) also generate significant impact with each team's shared papers averaging 14,610 total citations for at total of 58,441 team-generated citations for the group of eight scientists. The phenomenon of high-impact co-authorship teams observed in the AD research community corresponds to the findings of scientometric studies of other fields [15] .
CONCLUSIONS
The spirit of Lotka's law [16] , which suggests that in any given scientific field the majority of the work is done by a small percentage of the total investigators, seems to hold true in AD not only in terms of the quantity of research but also in terms of the quality of the science. There are two interesting directions for future research that naturally follow the work presented in this paper. The first involves conducting a similar, but more granular, analysis of scientific leadership within the AD research community in which the identification of excellence within the principal AD lines of investigation is emphasized. The second future direction is that of exploring further the Second-Tier H-index and the Scientific-Following H-index to better understand the temporal dynamics of AD research activity. This would allow one to make predications as to which established investigators are peaking in terms of their productivity and impact and which Young Turks are poised to revolutionize the scientific approaches of the mainstream AD research community.
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